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Location / Date:  Kowloon Bay / 30th June 2020
Item(s) measured:  Disinfectant stock

Pain points before use: No way of knowing the stock level by sight
    Removing the tank’s cap to observe stock level is not preferable
    Float switch helps as alert, but only indicates full or empty

Reason of use:  Automated monitoring of stock/consumption level
    Automatic stock level alert

Impression after use: Creates 3 levels of preventive measures
    Visible trends, predicts consumption level
    Tracing production and consumption level

Settings:   50L tank
    Alert below 30% stock level threshold
    Measures once per 6 hours, based on 8am
    Morning 8am automated report to email
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Manufacturing - Automated stock level monitoring

--- BUSINESS INTRODUCTION
Since the start of COVID-19, we began a new project producing Hypochlorous Acid Water 
(HOCl) and supply them mainly to businesses and institutes such as Construction Sites, 
Schools and Churches. We mainly have 2 staffs handling the operation of this product, 1 staff 
in charge of production and purchasing of material, 1 in charge of bottling and packaging and 
other staffs in charge of sales and delivery arrangements. As this is not our main product, we 
do not spend too much time monitoring this product and sometimes the lack of attention 
causes problems such as stock shortage. Luckily we managed to solve the problem in time 
each time, but in the long term, this needs to be solved.
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--- CHALLENGES BEFORE USING SMARTMAT
As HOCl is very sensitive to UV and light, it will breakdown easily when exposed. So HOCl 
must be stored in a solid tank to keep its effectiveness. But because it is stored in a black 
solid tank, it is not possible to observe the level by looking at it and removing the cap to look 
at the level will also risk damaging the product so it is not preferable. The tank when full is 50L 
or 50kg, so it doesn’t make sense to lift and shake to feel the level. We have also tried using 
float switch sensors in the tank, it helps alerting us when the stock is low but it only indicates 
full or empty, it is not monitoring. It is not uncommon that the stock runs out in the middle of 
bottling as result from lack of attention, causing inconvenience to operation.

SmartMat management screenshot

SmartMat placed beneath production tank



--- HOW IS SMARTMAT BEING USED?
SmartMat is placed below the tank, measuring its stock level by weight once every hour and 
set a threshold at 30%. Now it never runs out of stock because I have a few preventive mea-
sures: 
1. Predictive - Graph showing the trend of consumption via web based console
2. Preventive - Automated morning reports via email shows me its current status
3. Alert - Once it drops below 30%, the system will notify via email

--- IMPRESSION AFTER USING SMARTMAT
Less worrying makes my work much easier, especially when I’m out of office or during the 
time of working from home, I can still see the stock level remotely and plan ahead. Each 
morning I receive an automated report, which is like a daily briefing before work. Other than 
monitoring stock level, I can now easily generate monthly reports for review. It generates 
months of report by one click, can’t get much easier than that!
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Graph visualising consumption trend

In/Out records


